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AI-APPLIANCEDIGITAL-SIGNAGE

DIGITAL SIGNAGE
AI-APPLIANCE-DIGITAL-SIGNAGE (or simply AI-APPLIANCE-DS) is the
integrated hardware and software solution by A.I. Tech designed to
maximize the effectiveness of your advertising campaign.
The solution allows to manage and customize advertising contents to
show on the monitor in the shops but also in museums, stations,
airports or, in general, in all those situations in which there are
monitors showing advertising contents.
The solution allows to make dynamic this contents; the customization
is based on the specific person in front of the monitor (in terms of
gender, age and ethnicity).

AI-APPLIANCE-DS is an integrated hardware and software solution.
It consists of a small box equipped with a GPU and allows you to
capture the video stream from a camera installed on a monitor and
process it in real time using the AI-BIO video analysis app, that uses
advanced algorithms based on artificial intelligence to analyze people’s
faces and detect gender, ethnicity, as well as to estimate the age of
the people who are in front of the monitor.
The information generated by AI-BIO is used by AI-DIGITAL-SIGNAGE
app. It is a web application, preloaded in the box together with AI-BIO,
that allows the operator to upload advertising content (in terms of
videos and/or images) and define customization rules.
So, it becomes possible (such as an example) to show an advertisement
for toys if a child is watching the monitor, or an advertisement for
motorcycles if an adult man is watching the monitor.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

AI-Appliance-DS

Small box equipped with a GPU in which AIBio and AI-Digital Signage licenses are
already preloaded.
AI-Digital Signage
Web app for the management
and customization of
advertising content to be
displayed on screen.

AI-Bio

Video analytics app
capable of detecting
gender, age and
ethnicity

Monitor & Telecamera
AI-Dash-Pro

Dashboard for
aggregation, and
graphical visualization
of collected data.

Marketing Manager

Customized advertising
content based on
customer.

Customer

Content Manager

AI-BIO
AI-BIO is a video analytics application that can detect faces using a
detector based on deep neural networks and analyzing them in order
to recognize features for each face that are both static (such
as gender, age and ethnicity) and dynamic (such as the emotion at any
given moment). Face classification is performed by using an advanced
artificial intelligence technique based on multitask learning. AI-BIO also
allows to evaluate the time a person stays in front of the camera.
The app requires the use of a camera positioned at a height of about
1.80 meters, so that people’s faces are framed frontally.

AI-BIO per il DIGITAL SIGNAGE
AI-BIO is a fundamental tool for Digital Signage: nowadays, in fact,
the monitors that show advertising content are increasingly popular.
However, such contents are static, in the sense that they don’t depend
on the specific person who is looking at that content.

The application, combined with AI-DIGITAL-SIGNAGE, allows to
maximize the effectiveness of such advertising campaigns, through the
customization of the specific content to be shown on video based on
the specific person who is watching the monitor at that time.
In addition, optionally, the data collected relating to the biometrics of
people and the data relating to the time spent in front of the monitor,
can be sent to the dashboard AI-DASH-PRO in order to allow the
Marketing Manager a complete and detailed knowledge of the type of
customer who looked at the advertising content.
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AI@Edge Compact Fanless Embedded BOX PC with N

AI@Edge Solutions

Front View

HARDWARE

Dimensions (W x D x H): 88 mm x 75 mm x 39 mm

Dimensions and
Environment

HDMI x 1

Power

Humidity Storage: 95% @ 40°C, without OS FLASH
condensation
Anti-Vibration: 3 Grms/ 5 ~ 500Hz/ operation
Certified: CE/FCC class A
Power requirements: 12Vdc with 2-pin terminal block
(power supply not included in the package)

Power supply

0 BOXER-8251AI
1

GPU: NVIDIA Jetson
Storage: 16GB eMMC LAN NX
AI@Edge Compact Fanless Embedded BOX PC with NVIDIA Jetson Xavier
MicroSD Slot x1
USB 3.2 Gen 1 x 4
USB: 3.2 Gen 1 x 4
RS-232 x 2
Features
Front View
Ethernet: 10/100/1000Base-TX x 1
System

Power

ANT
Recovery

Micro SD

NVIDIA Jetson Xavier NX
6 Core ARM® Carmel®V8.2 Processor
8GB LPDDR4 + 16GB eMMC
LAN x 1 + RS-232 x 2
12Vdc Power input

HDMI x 1
OS FLASH

Rear View

LPDDR

4

USB 3.2 Gen 1

75 mm

88 mm

Specifications
ANT

LAN
USB 3.2 Gen 1 x 4

Recovery

Micro SD

39 mm

System
AI Accelerator

Nvidia Jetson Xavier NX

CPU

6 Core ARM® Carmel®V8.2 64bit CPU 6MB L2 + 4MB L3

System Memory

8GB LPDDR4

Storage Device

16GB eMMC + MicroSD

Display Interface

HDMI 2.0

Ethernet

10/100/1000Base-TX x 1

I/O

USB 3.2 Gen 1 x 4
LAN x 1
RS-232 x 2
HDMI x 1
MicroSD x 1
DC Power Input x 1
Recovery Button x 1 ANT
Micro-USB for Flash OS x 1

COM x 2

Rear View

12V DC Power
Input x 1

Expansion

M.2 E-Key 2230 x 1(for WiFi)

Indicator

Power LED x 1

OS Support

Linux (AAEON ACLinux 4.9, Compliance with Ubuntu 18.04

Power Supply
Power Requirement

12Vdc w/ 2-pin terminal block

Mechanical
Mounting

Wallmount

Dimensions (W x D x H)

3.46” x 2.95” x 1.53” (88mm x 75mm x 39mm)

